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by Suzanne Martines
On Tuesday, A pril 21,
Wisconsin Secretary of State
Vel Phillips gave a lecture en
titled “Experiences as Delegate
to the U.N. Conference on
Women.” Phillips was one of 37
U.S. delegates to the threeweek
conference
in
Copenhagen, Denmark last Ju 
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ly, Some 2,300 delegates from
145 other countries also attend
ed.
The Conference on Women
marked the midpoint of the
U.N. Decade for Women (1975
to 1985). The expressed goals of
this conference were to assess
the advances of women’s rights
worldwide during the first five
years of the decade, and to
develop strategies to promote
progress in its second half. A
document dealing with such
issues as health, education,
employment, food, and aid to
refugees was drawn up during
the conference. Phillips claimed
that this 218-paragraph docu
ment is “one of the most com
prehensive plans of action for
women worldwide ever drawn
up.” It is also controversial.
Because the U.S. delegation
could not accept certain amend
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ments concerning Israel and
the Middle East, they were forc
ed to vote against the entire
document. Canada, Austrailia,
and Israel also voted against it.
The U.S. is concerned about
women’s rights, however.
Resolutions supported by the
U.S. delegates are concerned
with battered women, domestic
violence, female refugees, safe
drinking water, and female sex
ual slavery.
In discussing the conference,
Phillips made a number of
general observations. Though
the conference was highly factionalized, many examples of
cooperation were also evident.
On a national level, there was a
spirit of cooperation in the U.S.
delegation. On an international
level, numerous documents
were signed—and hence agreed
upon— by significant numbers
of countries. Feminism and sex
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Furthermore, the conference
dispelled the notion that
women’s issues and political
issues are separate, as well as
demonstrating that women are
capable of being actively in
volved in political change.
Phillips also added some per
sonal observations. Though
knowing intellectually that
Caucasians are a minority in
the world population, this was
visually evident in Copenhagen,
where women of color compris
ed roughly two-thirds of all
delegates. Although aware that
the U.S. could be outvoted at
the conference, the reality of
this “loss of power” of the U.S.
still came as a shock to her. It
become apparent to her that
the U.S. as a nation is disliked

Americans at the conference,
though none forgot the pro
blems particular to blacks in
the U.S. at any point. She
observed that on a global level,
identification with one’s coun
try becomes more important.
In conclusion, Phillips shared
a quote from Sarah Weddington, co chairpcrson of the
U.S. delegation, with her au
dience: “To further the cause of
women’s rights is to further the
cause of human rights...in seek
ing peaceful solutions to pro
blems which confront us we
must do more than seek unity
or pray for unity. We must
build peace, step by patient
step.”
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Schutte, the approach was
simply unrealistic given the in
creased scarcity of funds by
1979. Among proposals, it was
suggested that a visiting expert
in women’s issues be hired to
circulate among the cam
puses—in effect, bringing a
semblance of a women’s studies
program to each of the ACM
colleges.
However,
the
necessary grant did not
materialize, and the committee
was forced to abandon the plan.
A second proposal suggested
that the high school math and
science backgrounds of all
ACM students be researched in
order to determine more
precisely why such a low
percentage of women have been
entering the science and math
related fields. Yet, this pro
posal, too, proved u n 
manageable given the commit
tee’s resources, and was not car
ried out.
What the committee did pro
duce was a report entitled the
ACM Women’s Resource Book
which attempted to portray the
situations facing women on
each of the ACM campuses. It
was hoped that this resource
would provide comparative in
formation for those seeking to
improve conditions at any of
the colleges; however, the book
was written in narrative form,
and, although rich in detail, it
did not lend itself to effective
summary and comparison.
Consequently, a second

report was produced in which
the common concerns address
ed by the narratives in the first
edition were re-addressed in a
more specific manner. A
lengthy questionnaire was
designed, completed by the
representatives from each col
lege, and returned; whereupon,
the responses were coded into
economical and comparative
tabular form. This second
report was distributed to all col
lege representatives at the com
mittee’s most recent meeting,
held at Grinnell College on
March 13 and 14, and it is
hoped that such compariative
information will provide better
ammmunition for those on any
one of the campuses who feel
that certain conditions are in
adequate or undesireable.
The spring meeting was
significant in another respect.
Unlike in past years, Schutte
claimed, the committee ap
proached its concerns in a more
realistic manner. Led by its new
president, Charles Neff, the
meeting flowed smoothly, and
the committee was able to make
serious inroads regarding
significant issues. According to
Schutte, the attitude expressed
at the meeting was one of
positive pragmatism. It was
finally recognized, she claimed,
that “we at the meeting could
go ahead and do something con
structive without waiting
around for other people’s
money. It simply required that
cun t Vi on page 5

employed by American Airlines
in Chicago. From 1954-1956 he
served as Engineer and avia
tion expert for safety and air
worthiness at the Lebanese
Civil Aviation Department.
From 1956-1962 he held the
titles of Chief Engineer and
later V.P.-Technical Affairs for
Lebanese International Air
ways.
In 1963 he helped organize
and start the Jordanian Na
tional Carrier, ALIA. Since
then he has steered A L IA ’s
growth from a modest local ser
vice to its present global scope.
At A L IA ’s birth, several ex
perts in aviation economics
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a h u m a n fa c e
by Fred Bartol
In his well-attended hour long
presentation on Thursday after
noon, Mr. Fletcher Byrom,
Chairman of the Board of Koppers Corporation, asserted that
American capitalism has been
successful in its production of
wealth but has failed to
d is trib u te
th a t
wealth
equitably.
Byrom’s somewhat rambling
discourse also touched on pro
blems of government-industry
relations, certain failures of
societal institutions, unemploy
ment, and the proverbial quali
ty of American life.
“A
society
cannot
redistribute wealth that hasn’t
been created,” said Byrom, who
clearly believes that the “free
enterprise’’ system has fulfilled
what he sees as its major, if not
only, responsibility: that being
the expansion of the total
material wealth of the society.
Even the socialist point of view,
according to Byrom, accepts
the need for a surplus of wealth
in order for a socialist system Lo
take root. And while Byrom
does not see profits to be the
ultimate purpose of corporate
enterprise, it is the essential in
gredient in allowing corpora
tions to fulfill their wealthproducing role. “Even if one
were to nationalize the private
sector this would not eliminate
the need for profit.” It might be
called something else, Byrom

C h a n d o u r t o le c tu r e o n M id e a s t C r is is
by Thomas Conway
On Tuesday, May 5, Ali
Ghandour, Chairman of the
Board of ALIA, the Royal Jor
danian Airline, will speak at
4:10 p.m. in the Main Hall
Forum, “ Mideast Crisis: A
Failure of Understanding.”
Ghandour, a Jordanian, was
born in Beirut in 1931 and
received primary, secondary,
and college education at the
American University of Beirut.
He continued his education in
Aeronautical Engineering at
New York University, from
which he graduated in 1953.
From 1953-1954 he was
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C a p ita lis m w ith

A C M s tu d y focuses on w om en
by Kathy Shea
In the wake of Women’s
Week it is perhaps appropriate
to expand upon women’s con
cerns, for there are questions
only recently coming to the fore
which deserve our immediate
attention. Although few seem
aware of its existence, the ACM
Committee on Women’s Con
cerns has spent the last three
years attempting to deal with
just such questions, and recent
ly met this spring to discuss
current developments and lay
down plans for future action.
Established in 1978, the co.nmittee itself is a recent develop
ment, and is comprised of two
representatives, either faculty
or administrators, from each of
the thireeen ACM colleges. Ac
cording to Lawrence representive, Professor Anne Schutte,
its intended purpose has been
to establish through observa
tion and research just what
kind of situations all women on
the ACM campuses are facing,
and to make improvements* in
that climate where the need is
greatest.
Yet, this goal has proved
more difficult to pursue than
they had anticipated. Gran
diose plans were formulated on
the assumption that grant fun
ding would be as readily
available as it had been approx
imately three years earlier for
the Women’s Concerns Com
mittee representing the Great
Lakes Colleges. According to
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At 8:00 p.m. a reception for
predicted that the new Jorda
nian line would not last more students, faculty, and guests
than a year. “Since then, we will be held at the Pourciau’s
have celebrated the anniversary home at 514 N. Union St. On
of this airline fifteen times,” Wednesday, May 6, at 11:10
a.m., Ghandour will visit Pro
Ghandour notes.
Ghandour, a close confidant fessor D ana's class in
of King Hussein, is deeply in Economics 46, International
volved in efforts to promote Economics. At 12:20 p.m. he
Arab air growth. He currently will have lunch with Lawrence
serves as Chairman of the 18 International in Downer Com
nation Arab Air Carriers mons. At 2:50 p.m. he will visit
Organization (AACO) and is a Professor Povolny’s class in
prime mover in efforts to Government 14, Introduction
establish joint jet engine to International Studies. Later
maintenance facilities and a that evening he will be the prin
central reservations system for cipal speaker at a banquet at
the rapidly expanding airlines the In s titu te of Paper
Chemistry.
of the Arab world.

suggested, but the basic idea of
a return greater than the
original costs would be essen
tial for the system to operate.
W hat Byrom calls his
“ the ory ” of government
growth argues that, like
everyone else, government of
ficials want to feel thei*- role is
significant and hence take on
more and more duties, leaving a
smaller and smaller role for
private institutions. This is a
problem because Byrom
believes that government agen
cies spending public money and
accountable to the public are
less willing to take the risks in
herent in innovation.
When asked why American
society suffers from a pervasive
d isillu s io n m e n t,
Byrom
responded that our institutions
are out of touch with the times.
He pointed to the unemploy
ment problem as an example,
arguing that while the market
system can, by and large, cor
rect unemployment among
previously employed skilled
males, it is unable to help the
chronically unemployed, and
few government programs can
solve that problem either.
“ Fiscal and monetery policy
won’t deal with the problem of
the black teenager who has
never had a job,” he said.
Byrom then turned to the
larger problem of the inability
of policies to keep up with the
changing complexion of the
work force. “We have never
solved any of the problems we
have had,” he suggested, “we
have only superseded them
with greater problems.” He
cited studies which despite all
our current problems of
unemployment, predict a shor
tage of blue-collar labor by the
cont d on page 5

No Paper
T he L a w r e n t i a n ’ s
budget allows it to print
eight papers per term.
Consequently there will
be no paper published
next week. The next
Law rentian
w ill
be
published May 8.
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Editorial

W h o s B u s in e s s ?
We have previously spoken this term on the need for students to
understand the problems of a modern world which are sometimes not
covered in the Lawrence classroom. Yesterday in Riverview Lounge, Flet
cher Byrom brought the world of big business to Lawrence in a most
frightening manner.
Byrom is an outspoken man. He is also a capitalist, a materialist, and
a pragmatist. These are three labels which have not been popular with
students.
Byrom is seemingly a man for the times, calling for less government
regulation. Businesses, he feels, must be allowed to make their own
choices. The public will call these choices right or wrong by voting with
their dollars. This idea of less government is a popular one now.
Byrom is confusing. He admits that most people are unable to develop
the values necessary to make the correct choices in this free market
system.
Byrom theorizes that government, because of its fear of making
mistakes, has a built-in fear of innovation as well. Private institutions, on
the other hand, through the trial and error of the open market, will hit on
what society wants for itself. Yet, again, he admits that society is pro
bably unequipped to make these choices.
Byrom is a proud man. He is proud of himself, his generation, and his
country. But he seems confused, and we are too. Byrom, maverick or not,
advocates values which belong to another era. Bigger businesses with big
ger profits are no more appealing to us today than bigger government is.
The complexity of our society has demonstrated that businesses cannot
separate themselves from government as they could eighty years ago.
Gone is the time when being bigger meant being better.
As with Walter Wriston last term, Fletcher Byrom provides insight in
to the underlying economic complexities of the social problems facing our
society. Confused or frightened, we must turn outward to understand
these problems, and be prepared to meet Wriston s and Byrom s solutions
with our own. Any ideas?
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L U C C : s o m e th in g f o r e v e r y o n e
To the Editor:
a student the opportunity to ex
At this point in the year, with perience the joys and frustra
LUCC elections impending, I tions of working with and
would like to share with the around the m icrocosmic
community what I consider to bureaucracy of the University,
be the importance of working the opportunity to learn how to
with the Lawrence University work with a committee of
Community Council and its his/her peers, to learn how to ac
various com m ittees and cept the responsibility of im
organizations. The work that plementing an action that will
the Council itself does is for the affect others besides oneself,
most part unglamorous and and accepting the fact that the
unpublicized—such as the up odds are 50/50 of the action be
dating of existent legislation. ing lauded or lampooned—or
This undramatic work is, even worse, ignored.
however, every bit as important
In my view, the spectacle of
as the controversial debates LUCC committee positions be
that tend to be centered in the ing unapplied for, of LUCC of
limelight.
ficers running unopposed (my
Furthermore, LUCC is the own election being a case in
most legitimate student group point) is pathetic. The benefits
to voice the concerns and opi of being involved in some facet
nions of the students to the ad of LUCC are numerous, for the
ministration and the faculty. University and for the in
The importance of this liason dividual. I strongly encourage
with the administration and the Lawrentians to give a thought,
faculty does not, I think, need while they are thumbing
to be stressed.
through the course catalogue,
Last, and certainly not least, to this other aspect of their
there is a personal and educa education—that of learning
tional importance of par social responsibility.
ticipating on the Council itself
Sincerely,
and its com m ittees and
ANE LINTVEDT,
organizations. Here is afforded
Vice President-LUCC

W h o w ill w a tc h th e w a tc h e r s ?
To the Editors:
I have followed the advice of
the editors of the Lawrentian.
In their last editorial they
stated that we should “serious
ly consider his views and their
implications.’’ This statement
was made in reference to the ar
ticle of Chris Butler, recently
resigned co-editor of the
Lawrentian. In considering
both the views and their im
plications, I have discovered
several aspects which I find to
be not only, disconcerting, but
miscarriages of a most serious
nature. I will list them in order
of what I deem to be their im
portance.
First and foremost the con
duct of the Honor Council and
its constituents falls short of its
title. When the President of the
Honor Council (that body of the
student government which is
supposedly regarded with the
highest esteem) says to a defen
dant, prior to the hearing of
that defendant’s case, “ I could
of course construct for you a
foolproof case,” something is
amiss. This is akin to holding
an amulet in front of someone’s
face and saying, “With this I
could solve all your woes, but of
course the amulet is still mine,
do look though.” Having made
this statement, he waived all
his
im p a rtia lity
and
demonstrated an obvious bias
in this case. The gentleman
should have stepped down and
dismissed himself from the pro
ceedings of that case. He did
not. Instead he has the gall to
enunciate, in an article defen
ding the Council, “The system
as we have it now works well.”
Again I think something is
awry here. Either that, or we
are both peering at the same
thing and one of us is being
grossly deceived. I will not

elaborate on the art of illusions
at this point.
Secondly I wish to question
the editors of the Lawrentian
on their definition of “jour
n a listic
in te g r ity ."
Is
something newsworthy in and
of itself, or because we choose
to make it so? I have had the
good fortune to read Mr.
Butler’s article, in its entirety.
The condensed version which
he was “allowed" to print left
out some serious points and
made for a much less descrip
tive assessment of his
grievances. Printing this arti
cle in its complete and original
form, regardless of length, now
that would have been “jour
nalistic integrity” in a true
“ Free Forum .’’ The self
enforced Honor Code at
Lawrence is the single most im
portant aspect one is made
aware of regarding academics
here. Every college catalog or
piece of literature that is mailed
out to prospective students
makes considerable mention of
the fact that Lawrence has a
self-induced and self-enforced
Honor Code. Upon being admit
ted and registered, each and
every student swears to enforce
and adhere to the constraints
manifested by the Code. During
the four years one is at
Lawrence, students probably
reaffirm this Code one-hundred
or more times. Gentlemen, if
any discrepancy exists or is
detected within the workings of
the Code, THAT IS NEWS.
Length has become irrelevant.
That a blatant and serious
coverup of certain information
has taken place I believe goes
without saying. This was too
hot a story and had to be given
time to simmer and cool off.
The system as we have it plain
ly does not work well and

changes need to be instilled not
only in procedure itself, but in
the election processes as well.
Why information such as this
(the workings of this Council af
fect each and every one of us)
needed to be temporarily se
questered I do not know.
However, the newspaper and
its members have an obligation
to the community to present
issues which are relevant and of
import to said community.
When someone’s honor, a deci
sion which could affect them
and have repercussions for the
remainder of their life, is being
bandied about by a Council
which resides as judge, jury
and hangman, I would like to
know about it.
I believe it is one thing to
have an Honor Code; it is quite
another to trust and believe in
it. Once a lack of taith has been
demonstrated a change is in
order. For the President of this,
what is purported to be, Honor
Council to compromise himself
and then believe the system
still works is, as I had previous
ly stated, an obvious act of
deception. For a newspaper to
not print the lifting of the veil,
from this deception, further
enhances it. Thus we are left
with a myriad of illusion, which
is already beginning to take on
a dark and ugly hue. This could
have all been prevented if peo
ple were perhaps a little more
willing to stand up for what
they felt was right regardless of
what someone else might think.
This is not a pretty prospect;
friends are not exactly made
that way, but if one believes in
something, truly believes in it,
they should stand up and say
so. Otherwise we might as well
all be lemmings.
With all due respect,
HANS A. W EICKEL

L a w r e n tia n s q u e s tio n B u t le r
To the Editors:'
Is there no justice? C.R.
Butler is outraged because his
honor and editorial privilege
have been impugned. And
Why? Because honor is a
serious matter for student C.R.
Butler, and his was recently im
pugned when the “ nondemocratic” Honor Council ex
amined the “ too close”
similarities between C.R.
Butler’s and another student’s
recent take-home essay exams.
He is outraged (1) because the
“biased” Honor Council presi
dent declined to dismiss himself
from the case at C.R. Butler’s
request; (2) at the undemocratic
constitution of the Honor Coun
cil (that Russian” ‘peoples (sic)
court’ ”); (3) at the “less than
competent” handling of his
case by the Council and Dean of
Students which found him inno
cent of actually cheating; (4) by
the Council’s reluctance to sur
render their tapes of the hear
ing to C.R. Butler; and (5)
because the Lawrentian editors
(those
“ power-hungery
censors”) declined to print his
15 page account of these
dishonorable circumstances.
Thank Providence that C.R.
Butler has brought these scur
rilous, dishonorable abuses to
our attention. Such rubbish
should not pass without note.
(Signed)
C om m unity
Member, Give MNVF rope.

To the Editor:
Regarding Chris Butler’s let
ter concerning the Lawrence
University Honor Council: in
that letter he described the
philosophy course that he had
been enrolled in as apparently
one in which the student would
not have to work hard and
would learn little or nothing
even if he did study—a typical
“blow-off course.” As students
in the same class, we feel this to
be a grossly distorted descrip
tion of a worthwhile course.
Throughout the term we (and
others) worked very hard and
learned a great deal. Achieving

a high grade in this class was no
easy matter. While Mr. Butler
may have a legitimate com
plaint against the Honor Coun
cil, we feel that he has done
both the professor and the class
in question an injustice through
his inaccurate viewpoint.
Perhaps Mr. Butler should have
attended the class more than
the five or six times that he did.
Had he done so, he might now
have a clearer grasp of the
nature of the course.
Thank You,
SCOTT CASSINGHAM
JON KENNEDY

A d a m s d e fe n d e d
To the Editors:
I would like to make a few
comments in regards to Chris
Butler’s references to his
W inter Term Philosophy
course, which he termed a
“true-to-form blow-off”. While
I am not certain exactly what
Chris meant by a “blow-off”, I
do know that I found the course
substantially challenging and
demanding. As for the pro
fessor of this course, it is true
that he has not been “asked
back next year. However, a
fact Chris neglected to mention
was that this same professor
was one of the top three can
didates in a field of over one
hundred for next year’s posi
tion.
Sincerely,
MISSY RAY

To the Editors:
The writer of a letter printed
in last week’s Lawrentian alleg
ed that one of my colleagues
taught “a real bad philosophy
course, a true to form
‘blow-off’.”
Students who regularly at
tended classes in that course
have told me that the course
was done well. Indeed, our
students’ evaluations of my col
league’s teaching were a major
factor in his having been rank
ed in the top three of nearly 100
candidates for a 1981-1984 con
tract in the department.
I think it unfair that a compe
tent and conscientious teacher
should have received public and
gratuitous abuse.
Sincerely,
JO H N D R E H E R
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never make it to Lawrence.
This past week has been They are poor women, minority
Women’s Week, an annual but women, older women. Conse
relatively unnoticed week of quently, there is a tendency to
events
which
provides believe that women have
Lawrence students the oppor achieved full equality with men,
tunity to listen to lectures, so who needs feminism? Unfor
watch films and theater produc tunately this is not the case.
tions, and to listen to and par Women may have “come a long
ticipate in discussions which way, baby” but they have a
pertain to women-to their jobs, long, long way to go. There are
their achievements in the arts, many statistics to support this
their
representation
in claim, but here are just a few.
litarature, their status in the While women represent half of
law, and their various lives and the global population and one
lifestyles. Feminism—or worse, third of the world labor force,
“Women’s Lib”—is something they receive only one tenth of
of a dirty word to many people. the world income and own less
It conjures up the worst than one percent of the world’s
stereotypical images: loud, property. They also are respon
“ pushy” masculine-looking sible for two thirds of all the
women who hate men, burn world’s working hours. This is
bras and often as not are les from Kurt Waldheim’s “Report
bians (oh no!). Femnism is par to the UN Commission on the
tic u la rly
u n po pu lar
at Status of Women.” In the
Lawrence. It is, after all, a fair United States women on the
ly conservative campus with a average make 59% of what men
primarily white, middle-class make. One third of the families
student body. Most Lawrence headed by women have incomes
s tu d e n ts —both male and below the poverty line, as op
female—have been extremely posed to less than 6% of the
well-insulated from all forms of families headed by men (i.e.
discriminational—sexual, racial where the husband is the sole
or religious. Money tends to do “breadwinner.”) According to
that. Most women who really Census Bureau statistics, most
experience severe discrimina women in this country can ex
tion ( and it still exists, folks! ) pect to work for at least 20

To the Editor:
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years and have a 50-50 chance
of being divorced, separated or
widowed by the time they reach
middle age. In other words,
hardly any women will be in
sulated from this most farreaching form of discrimina
tion—economic—forever.
Even here at Lawrence con
sequences of sexism—past and
present,
economic
and
ideological—can still be seen.
There are relatively few women
in certain majors, particularly
physics and mathematics. Con
versely, there are a dispropor
tionate number of women in
other, traditionally female
fields, such as the social
sciences and the performing
arts. 78% of the Full Professors
employed at Lawrence are men.
Though the economic brunt
of sexism falls on women, there
are emotional costs for both
women and men. It is hoped
that both men and women at
Lawrence will become more
aware of the existence of all
forms of sexism before they
must experience personally its
many detrimental effects. In
the words of one songwriter,
“Oh, it’s all in the past, you can
say/but it’s still going on here
today.”
Name Withheld by Request

H o n o r C o u n c il in v ite s n o m in a tio n s
To the Lawrence Community,
The LU Honor Council will be
accepting nominations from
now until Saturday, May 1, for
seven vacant positions on next
year’s Council. Any student at
Lawrence may be nominated.
Positions on the Council run for
two years unless terminated
earlier by graduation. The
primary functions of the Honor
Council are:
1. To educate the Lawrence
Community about the Honor
System and to solicit opinion
for possible improvements and
changes.
2. To act as a judiciary body
when a student is accused of
violating the Honor Code, and
in cases where a defendent is
found in violation, to decide on
appropriate disciplinary action.
The election procedure will
consist mainly of several
rounds of mock hearings. At
these mock hearings groups of
four to five candidates will

assume roles as Honor Council
members and will adjudicate
over a hypothetical case, ques
tioning the witness and defen
dent and then deliberating in an
attempt to determine whether
or not there has been a viola
tion. Candidates will be judged
on their ability to ask percep
tive questions and to evaluate
accurately the evidence
presented. After the mock
hearings have been held the
Council will submit the names
of its top 14 choices to the
LUCC Committee on Commit
tees, which will in turn make

final recommendation to the
faculty.
To nominate someone as a
candidate for membership on
the 1981-82 Honor Council, sub
mit the candidate’s name to any
member of this year’s Council.
Sincerely,

THE HONOR COUNCIL
Fred Bartol
Shelly Briggs
Jennifer Hager
Alyson Hu
Carol Johnson
David Maxfield
Roy Underhill
Kurt Wittenberg

The Honor Council would like to announce that an open
meeting will be held in the Coffeehouse in Friday, May 8, at
4:15, to discuss the Lawrence Honor System. A phamphlet
describing the Honor System in detail will be distributed to all
Lawrence students sometime next week. This pamphlet spells
out the principles on which the Honor System is based on, the
selection process of Honor Council members, the duties of the
Honor Council, and the procedure for conducting hearings. We
hope you will read it carefully and bring any suggestions you
may have for improvements or changes to the open forum on
May 8.

in l i n g e r i e

VATICAN CITY—Pope John Paul II condemned abortion
and appealed for peace in his Easter message Sunday, delivered
before 250,000 pilgrims and tourists in St. Peter’s Square.
“Easter carries with it the message of life freed from de^th, of
life saved from death,’’ the pontiff said, speaking in Italian.
“May the plans and programs for the protection of human life
against death prevail, and not the illusions of those who see
human progress in the right to inflict death on life which has
just been conceived.”
WASHINGTON—President Reagan broke three weeks of
public silence Tuesday by making an on-the-air telephone call to
a Pennsylvania radio station to lobby for his economic plans
and thank listeners for their get-well wishes. The White House
said Reagan called the station to speak to Rep. Eugene Atkin
son (D. Pa.), who was there, and ended up making the public
statement. Reagan had not spoken publicly since the March 30
attempt on his life. He also met privately Tuesday with nine
governors to stump for his economic plan.
ANNAPOLIS, Md.—Spiro T. Agnew’s former lawyer must
testify in a civil suit seeking repayment of bribes Agnew
allegedly accepted while governor of Maryland, a Circuit Court
judge ruled Tuesday. But Agnew, who resigned as Vice Presi
dent in 1973, isn't expected to appear. Judge Bruce C. Williams
said Agnew waived his right to keep confidential his conversa
tions with his former lawyer, George White Jr. Maryland is
seeking repayment of more than than $200,000 plus interest.
W ARSAW —In an unprecedented grassroots challenge to
Poland’s rulers, rank-and-file Communist Party leaders at a na
tional meeting declared “loss of trust in the party apparatus at
every level’’ and called for a mass resignation of party
hardliners. Representatives of 14 of Poland’s 49 provinces met
in the northern town of Torun. By Wednesday there were only
about 200 delegates left, and the call for resignations came on a
voice vote. A second resolution called on the party’s central
committee to allow observers representing the rank and file to
attend meetings.
LONDON—Hundreds of black youths rampaged through
London Monday night, attacking shops, buses, police, and
pedestrians. Officials said 35 persons, including 8 policemen,
were injured and 70 blacks were arrested. Police moved in with
riot shields and nightsticks to disperse 500 black youths at
Finsbury Park in north London, eight miles from Brixton, the
district that was devastated by racial rioting a week ago.
TOKYO—The Japanese government has proposed that
Japan's automakers voluntarily cut exports to the United
States by 7 percent this year to help the U.S. auto industry
recover and blunt any protectionist moves in Congress, a top
economic newspaper reported. The government request was
made in meetings with Japanese automakers, the newspaper
said.

lo tte r y in s titu te d
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Koppers, where employees are
expected to put out a certain
quota of production each day,
but then are allowed to spend
their remaining “work” time at
the plant taking French
lessons, making ceramic vases,
or doing whatever they con
sider fulfilling. Koppers also
has left many of the major deci
sions to the employees
themselves, thus, Byrom feels,
allowing them to “define their
own role” even within the in
dustrial workplace.
Byrom sees one of the
greatest problems as that of a
failure to compromise—a pro
blem he associates with the pro
liferation of single-interest
groups. Moreover, he feels that
there are too few forums for
such compromise. He also
believes that the “ private
voluntary” system makes it dif
ficult to impose the discipline
and sacrifice necessary in ap

c u ih

N e w h o u s in g

B y r o m , c o n t ’d
turn of the century, requiring
greater use of robots and a
redefinition of the idea of work
itself, as fewer and fewer people
do manual labor that can be
done by machines. This was
just one example of society
changing faster than its institu
tions.
Byrom considers himself a
maverick for suggesting that
our society may have to move
toward the practice of compen
sating individuals for whatever
“ self-defining activities” they
choose. He points out that we
have already moved a great
distance towards this, for exam
ple, in providing large salaries
to artists, whom he believes
once received practically no
material rewards for their work.
At one time, Byrom admits, he
did not think that thoce who
wrote poetry could actually be
paid for doing so. Byrom also
pointed to developments at

N

plying needed policies. This
failure leads to the intervention
of government, with all its at
tendant disadvantages. He ad
mitted, however, that he saw no
solution to either of these pro
blems at the moment.
Apparently the solution, ac
cording to Byrom, does not lie
with private corporations
ope ratin g in the “ freeenterprise” system. He does
not believe it is the responsibili
ty of the corporation to make
altruistic decisions on behalf of
the public interest. Rather,
“society needs to decide on its
values and allow the corpora
tions to internalize them
through the price system.”
Asked whether most people
were informed enough to
develop such a coherent set of
values, Byrom admitted that he
didn't think so, but again of
fered no further solution.

This year a new room selec
tion procedure will be introduc
ed. All classes will pick lottery
numbers on the same day (4/29).
Each class, however, will pick
from a separate bin. There
therefore will be three bins, one
each for the sophomore, junior,
and senior classes-to-be. The
senior bin will contain the lower
numbers, the sophomore bin
the higher ones. After all have
picked numbers, room selection
will then proceed (5/3 and 5/5) in
the order of lowest to highest
numbers drawn. Seniors-to-be,
holding the higher numbers,
will thus pick rooms first, while
sophomores-to-be will pick last.
All members of all classes will
pick a number, regardless of
whether members of different
classes will be rooming
together. In such a case, the
lower number held by the
member of the higher class may
be used in room selection. The
higher number, held by the

member of the lower class, will
only be used to determine
priority in the event that that
person later requests a single
room. Each person will thus
have a number that may be us
ed in the approaching room
selection process or in the next
academic year.
Block assignments will be
made before other room selec
tion begins. Those unsuc
cessfully petitioning for a block
will hence not be penalized, but
will pick according to their
numbers in the normal order.
This change in room selection
procedure has been made for
the sake of efficiency. Previous
ly, room selection dragged out
over three weeks, with one week
designated for each class for
drawing numbers and selecting
rooms. That tedious process
has been compacted so that
room selection may now be
completed in only one week.
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P re te n d e rs R e v iv e E P
by Jim Cheng
The record-buying public has
been granted a reprieve from
skyrocketing album prices with
the revival of an older form of
recording, the EP or extended
play. As an alternative to the
long playing album which is
currently asking an inflationary
$8.98 list price, the EP is quite
a bargain at around $5 a shot.
Though the average EP con
tains considerably less playing
time than the standard LP, it is
an improvement over the pur
chase of several singles or an
album which is likely to contain
weaker cuts along with an ar
tist’s best work.
P JIE T E K D E 7 1 S

Precious as always.
Photn Lisa Winnfivtd

The Pretenders’ Extended
Play joins the recent flood of
EPs from artists such as Devo,
Cheap Trick, and The Clash.
After more than a year since
the appearance of their debut
album, the Pretenders’ second
effort is a confusing release.
The title Extended Play can be
seen as a wry comment on the
length of the album itself, with
a playing time of less than 18
minutes. This waxing is actual
ly a repackaging of the A and B
sides of the group’s two British
hit singles, along with a live
performance of “ Precious”
from the debut album.
Whether the release of this
album is merely a fulfillment of
contractual obligations or a
shrewd marketing technique
designed to sell more records is
unknown.
The whole idea of the ap
pearance of a Pretenders EP in
stead of their long-awaited se
cond album would be distress
ing to me as a consumer if the
music wasn’t so good. Listen
ing to this sampler, it is evident
that the polished execution of
energetic, contemporary rock

exhibited on the debut disc was
not a fluke. Here are more infec
tious pop hooks, exemplary
musicianship, and, of course,
plenty of Chrissie Hynde’s
patented razor-edged vocals.
‘‘Message Of Love” is
rescued from banality by its
engaging shuffle riff. Chrissie
tests the literary knowledge of
her listeners by including a
reference to Oscar Wilde in the
otherwise standard love-song
lyrics. ‘‘Now look at the
people/In the streets, in the
bars/We are all of us in the gutter/Some of us are looking at
the stars.” ‘‘Talk Of The
Town,” a tune which received
FM airplay this summer, is this
album’s answer to ‘‘Brass In
Pocket”, both in form and con
tent. In this gentle midtempo
opus, Chrissie sings of unre
quited love. In the chorus, she
uses her own background
vocals to echo her lead, a device
which enlivened ‘‘Stop Your
S o b b in g ” and “ Mystery
Achievement” on the first
album.
The next two songs are the
longest and most successful
statements on the album.
“ Porcelain” has a difficult Six
ties line which gives way to a
haunting minor riff. Just as
things are heating up, the tune
ends, leaving guitarist James
Honeyman Scott with a 16-bar
solo. “Cuban Slide” refers to a
dance which first receives men
tion
in
“ M ystery
Achievement.” It Is an infec
tiously danceable tune, built
around a pure Bo Diddley beat.
The album concludes with a
live version of “Precious,” the
raucous new wave rocker which
kicked off the debut album.
Though taken at a brighter clip
than the original, the live recor
ding adds little to the song ex
cept perhaps as an example of
Pretender-mania.
Except for the brevity of its
playing time, Extended Play is
a satifying disc. Though this is
a sampler rather than a bona
fide LP, it’s enticing to think
that more of this music is on the
way in June. Extended Play is a
delicious hors d’oeuvre. I, for
one, anxiously await the entree.
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L a w t o n p la n s to c o m p le te
re s e a rc h th is s u m m e r
by Dr. Zeus
This June, when seniors will
graduate to find tl»e careers of
their lives and underclassmen
will try to find work where they
can, Carol Lawton of the Art
Department will travel to
Greece to complete her Ph.D.
dissertation on Attic Document
Reliefs dating from the 5th and
4th centuries B.C.
Ms. Lawton, who holds an
undergraduate degree from
Vassar College and M.A.s from
the University of Pittsburgh
and Princeton University, said
that Vassar’s foreign language
requirement led her to her in
terest in Greece. “I thought it
would be interesting to take
Greek,” she explained. This in
terest evolved into her research
on document reliefs.
The dissertation research in
volves collecting and catalog
ing these reliefs. These stone
legal decress, usually made in
workshops, have a pictorial im
age above the writing. There
are about 200 reliefs known, but
except for one old German
dissertation, very little research
has been done on them. These
iconographs “tell us a lot about
how A thens represented
herself,” said Ms. Lawton, and
added, “ It shows a change in
prop ag and a’’ as w orking
democracy replaced worship
ing the goodess Athena. When
the dissertation is complete,
Ms. Lawton said, “ I hope
eventually it will be published
as a catalogue.”
Ms. Lawton has already
spent four years in Greece, but
she is o p tim is tic about

everthing, and the museums
are understaffed. Ms. Lawton
described
a p p ly in g
for
countless permits, waiting six
months for photographs, and
enduring endless interviews to
gain access to her research
materials. Part of the govern
ment red tape is an effort to
halt illegal excavations in
Greece. “There’s an enormous
illicit trade in stolen anti
quities, and once it’s out of the
country, there’s nothing that
can be done. "
Looking ahead to next year,
Ms. Lawton sees several
changes in the Art Department.
Although she came from “a
more traditional institution”
with “constraining divisional
requirements” she believes that
“coordination between depart
ments should be encouraged.”
Therefore, Renaissance Art and
Renaissance History will be of
fered as complimentary courses
during one term, and Baroque
Art and Baroque History will
be offered together another
term. Ms. Lawton said, “ I t ’s
much more satisfying to study”
periods of history and art
together because they corres
pond to each other. Also, the
Art History major has been
changed to require two outside
classes chosen from any of four
divisions. This will allow Art
History majors to take these
complimentary courses.
Labelling her year here as
“absolutely enjoyable”, Ms.
Lawton is looking forward to
her summer in Greece and her
return to the Lawrence campus
next fall.
Phot»: Lisa Wingfield

finishing her research by the
end of the summer. The
Research Institute of Greece, a
private institution, “is the
greatest complex for Greek
study,” she said. During the
winter, about 100 professors
and students study at the
center, but during the summer
the number swells to about 300
people, “one of the great things
about going to Athens,” she
said, is the opportunities to
study with the others at the In
stitute. " I t ’s a nice small
world.”
Although the Institute can
help researchers obtain govern
ment permits for their work,
Ms. Lawton said that much of
her time was spent cutting
through bureaucratic red tape.
“For years, the United States,
Great Britain, Germany and
France did most of the ex
cavating in Greece,” she said,
but now because of increased
government regulation, “it’s
getting more difficult to work
in Greece.” The government
monitors all excavations, per
mits are needed for almost

Carol Lawton

N a tu r e w r ite r to v i s i t
One of America’s best-known
nature writers will visit
Lawrence University on Mon
day, April 27, to conduct a class
and give a reading.
From 2:30-4:30 p.m. on April
27, Edward Lueders, author of
the 1977 best-seller, “The Clam
Lake Papers,” will meet in
semi-formal session with facul
ty and students of the En
vironmental Studies Seminar in
Room 208 of Stephenson Hall.
Interested members of the com
munity are invited to par
ticipate in discussing Lueders’
topic: “Natural Fact: Man in
the Landscape.”
On April 27, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Gold Room of Downer Com
mons, Lueders will conclude his
visit with a formal reading of
poetry and fiction, as well as
selections from “The Clam
Lake Papers.” The reading will
be followed by a reception dur
ing which interested students
and members of the public will
be able to discuss with Lueders

(In Quant it y)

the business of writing and such forums as Western
publishing both verse and H um anities Review, New
prose, fiction as well as non Republic, American Quarterly,
College English, Inscape, and
fiction.
Both appearances are open to American Literature. While ser
ving as “poet-in-the-schools” in
the public, free of charge.
C urrently Professor of eight states since 1967, Lueders
and read
English and Director of has lectured
Creative Writing at the Univer throughout the world. He has
sity of Utah, Lueders has had a been director of the seminar on
rich career in w ritin g , Am erican poetry at the
p u b lish in g , e d itin g , and American Studies Centre in
teaching. He has written not Hyderabad, India. He has lec
only fiction and verse, but tured as a specialist in poetry
critical prose as well. His best- for the U.S. Information Ser
known critical books are vice in Bombay, New Delhi,
studies of Carl Van Vechten, Madras, Calcutta, and Toyko.
friend, editor, and early ap- He has served as poet-inpreciator^of the works of Ger residence at Pennsylvania
trude Stein. In addition, State University and at the
Lueders has edited or co-edited School of the Ozarks. He has
five books of prose and poetry, edited Western Humanities
among them “Some Haystacks Review, and, since 1977, he has
Don’t Even Have a Needle & been a member of the National
Other Complete Poems” (with Humanities Faculty.
Stephen Dunning and Hugh
Lueders’ appearances are co
Sfnith for Scott Foresman).
sponsored by the Science Hall
Lueders’ own poetry and Colloquium, Main Hall Forum,
critical prose have appeared in the English Department, and
the Office of Campus Life.
p ™ ■■
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Itching to get away from LU
for a weekend of the great
outdoors? Stop in the Outing
Room, located downstairs in
the Union before you go. We
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rent:
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Weekend film

M r . S m it h : a C a p r a c la s s ic
by Rachel Barber
Devotees of Frank Capra, the
prima director of sentimental
comedies of 30s and 40s (It
Happened One Night, It ’s a
Wonderful Life, Arsenic and
Old Lace, etc.) will have another
opportunity to see the master’s
work as The Underground Film
Society brings his 1939 classic,
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,
to Lawrence this weekend.
Capra’s belief in man’s innate
goodness and in the power of
the individual to overcome cor
ruption shines forth in this film
about the experiences of the
idealistic Jefferson Smith (por
trayed by Jimmy Stewart) as he
attempts to apply his vague,
unte ste d notions about
American government to the
cold reality of Capitol Hill.
Smith is the leader of 50,000
Boy Rangers, and has been ap
pointed to his new job as U.S.
Senator from Wisconsin by a
fluke of nature and on the
recommendation of some of his
youthful followers. His only
knowleldge about government
comes from books, and, indeed,
“he can tell ya what George

Washington said by heart.”
Life in Wisconsin hasn't
prepared him for the graft and
corruption he encounters in
Washington. His faith in
America and in his fellow man
are put to the test.
Capra views man, especially
American man, as innocent and
well-meaning if ignorant. His
hero is Adam before The Fall, a
man contented with his vision
of the world even if, and,
perhaps, because it is limited. If
he is snatched from his natural
environment and set down
amid that which we call “pro
gress,” he still attempts to app
ly ideals and values which no
longer seem applicable. Jeffer
son Smith thus says about the
Lincoln Memorial, “Gee whiz,
Mr. Lincoln, there he is... just
sitting there like he was waiting
for somebody to come along.”
Government to him is a dynamic
institution embodied in the
symbols and terminology of
historical America. Smith’s
naivete and good intentions
prove, in the end, superior to
big city sophistication. Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington is

the last of Capra’s films about
the conflict between urban dna
agrarian values. As Leslie
Halliwell points out, “World
War II made America’s coun
try cousin more sophisticated
than Capra could have imagin
ed.”
“ Mr. S m ith Goes to
Washington” is a funny, yet
moving film. It can bring out
the sentimentalist in even the
most “realistic” individuals.

Alec W ilder

Photo: Louis Ouzer

P o s t s u rv e y s L U , A p p le to n
by Terry Moran
Recently, the Washington
Post ran a series of articles
focusing on the effects of
federal regulations in Appleton.
Lawrence was cited as a major
example of how extensive
regulations, broadly for
mulated, place an increased ad
ministrative burden on private
institutions and businesses.
Vice President for Business Af
fairs Marwin Wrolstad was in
terviewed for the series, and
quoted extensively.
In the second article of the
series, Lawrence was described
as “a distinguished liberal-arts
college with tough admissions
standards and progressive
traditions.”

A C M

“Of course, we’re pleased of the Appleton Post-Crescent.
that Lawrence received such Kampfer seems to resent the
positive recognition,” said fact that Appleton was singled
Wrolstad when asked for his out as the “regulated city”.
reaction to the articles. He also However, he acknowledges that
emphasized the amount of time Appleton is a regulated city.
and research that went into the Kampfer misses the thrust of
series written by Post staff the whole series—the Post saw
Appleton as a typical city and
writer T.R. Reid.
Though Lawrence is heavily emphasized its similarities with
regulated, Wrolstad does not other cities rather than its dif
see the regulations as threaten ferences.
Despite Kampfer’s criticism
ing to the well-being of
students. “The guaranteed stu of the Post's investigation of
dent loan program,” he said, “is Appleton, the recognition ac
threatened more by Reagan’s corded the city and Lawrence
economic program than federal certainly will not be detrimen
tal. The Washington Post is
regulations.”
The series sparked a planning to continue to follow
somewhat confused reply by the progress of federal regula
Don Kampfer, managing editor tion in Appleton.

s tu d y

continued from page one

we attempt to deal with our
concerns in a more rational
way.”
As a result, the committee is
now working on several pro
jects, all of which are fairly in
dependent financially, and far
more focused on specific con
cerns than projects have been
in the past. Specifically, the
committee is now working with
two concerns in mind; 1. to
understand and improve the
academic and personal counsel
ing of women students on the
ACM campuses, and 2. to
facilitate the integration of
material on women into the
traditional curriculum. Several
projects are now being carried
out which tie in specifically
with these issues.
Currently, there is growing
concern regarding the sensitivi
ty of academic advisors to the
women they are charged with
advising. Although the commit
tee is aware of no existing scien
tific evidence related to this
issue, it nonetheless feels that
certain problems do exist. Con
sequently, a sub-committee is
now compiling an annotated
bibliography of articles on this
subject which will be made
available to the deans of
academic affairs on the ACM
campuses. It is hoped that they
in turn will relate this informa
tion to academic advisors so
that, at the very least, the ad
visors themselves will become

more sensitive to this issue.
Regarding the integration of
information on women, signifi
cant steps have already been
taken at other universities,
greatly facilitating the commit
tee’s own efforts. Most impor
tantly, the University of In
diana has conducted a major ef
fort to prepare papers on
various aspects of women in
history, and is making them
available to those history pro
fessors wishing to incorporate
the information into their
history lectures. Further, the
ACM committee is tentitively
planning a series of one day
meetings for ACM history pro
fessors next spring, designed to
communicate to them the im
portance of incorporating such
materials into their courses.
In addition, the committee is
also hoping to organize a series
of leadership conferences for
women students. On the
backburner, the committee is
beginning plans to direct more
women into the science and
math related fields. A series of
short-term, math-oriented sum
mer programs for high school
women has been suggested as a
means of improving their math
skills and familiarizing them
with the careers available in
this area of study.
Clearly, these are not costfree endeavors, and the com
mittee is now applying for
grants from various founda

tions to fund its projects.
However, it is apparent that the
committee is now able to focus
its attention on more specific,
more manageable projects—the
kind of projects that founda
tions will no doubt support
more readily. Further, Schutte
stressed that “the history
workshops, the annotated
bibliography, the student con
ferences—they will all happen
whether the grants come
through or not for the commit
tee has now “recognized that
there are smaller yet equally
valuable projects within its own
means.” The creation of the
ACM Women’s Resource Book
simply attests to that fact.

(Eonnotationß
by Tim Clinch
The American String Quartet
will perform this evening at
8:00 in Harper Hall; tickets are
available at the Box Office.
Tickets are also available
there for “A Tribute to Alec
Wilder-A R etrospective” ,
which will be held at 8:00 Sun
day evening April 26, in Harper
Hall. Admission is $1.00. For
more information, please see
the separate article on the con
cert in today’s paper.
Ruth Kim Oh, soprano, will
present her senior recital Mon
day, April 27, at 8:00 p.m. in
Harper Hall. She will open her
program w ith a set of
Elizabethan love songs by
Bartlet and Attey, assisted by
David Heller, harpsichord.
Ruth and Dave will be joined by
Anne Mattern, ‘cello, and Tim
Clinch, oboe, to perform the
“ Domine Deus” from Vivaldi’s
Gloria. W ith pianist Jim
Thompson, Ruth will sing “non
so piu cosa son,” from Le Nozze
di Figaro by Mozart. Ruth,
Jim, violinists Karen Chester
and Kathy Nevala, violist Bet
sy Siegel, and ‘cellist Anne
Mattern will then perform
Ernest Chausson’s Chanson
Perpetuelle, Op. 37. Ruth and
Jim will conclude the program
with a set of Korean folk songs.
The general student recital
this week, to be held Tuesday
morning at 11:10 in Harper
Hall, will include a performance
by Cynthia Wanish and Jen
nifer Taylor, oboes, and Wendy
Skola, english horn, of two
movements of Beethoven’s Trio
for Two Oboes and English
Horn. Cynthia will also perform
the second movement of
Hindemith's Sonate, assisted
by pianist Tami Jahn. Pianist
Gigi Plautz will play the
Prelude and Fugue in A-flat
Major (WTC I) by Bach, and
Mary Brinsko, clarinet, and
Robin Mangold, piano, will per
form Poulenc’s Sonata for
Clarinet and Piano.
“ A nnie M ishler, Annie
Mishler, will you remember
anything by April 29?” An
nette Mishler will present her
senior piano recital (long-

awaited!) at 8:30 p.m. Wednes
day, April 29, in Harper Hall.
She will perform three pieces by
Couperin; Beethoven’s Sonata
in
C
M ajor,
Op.
53
“ Waldstein”; Oiseaux Tristes
and Une Barque sur 1’ocean
from Miroirs.by Ravel; and the
Nocturne in C-sharp minor, Op.
27, No. 1, and the Scherzo in
C-sharp Minor, Op. 39, both by
Chopin.
Have a great Spring Fling!
Celebrate its conclusion by
coming to hear the Lawrence
Com m unity Chamber O r
chestra at 8:00 Friday evening,
May 3, in the Memorial Chapel.
The orchestra, composed
several Appleton residents in
addition to Lawrence faculty
and students, will be conducted
by Carlton McCreery. The pro
gram will include Stravinsky’s
Pulchinella Suite; Mozart’s
Concerto for Two Pianos in
E-flat Major, K. 365, with
solists Robert Below and Susan
Woodard; and Mendelssohn’s
Symphony No. 4 in A Major,
Op. 90 “ Italian.” Admission
will be free and open to the
public.
As a result of the hard work
of the LU Wind Ensemble and
their conductor Robert Levy,
composer Paul Creston is on his
way to Lawrence to supervise
recording sessions of some of
his works for Golden Crest
Records. The Wind Ensemble
has been selected by that com
pany to make the recording,
which will be released to the
general public to allow other
ensembles to use the perfor
mances as models for their own
performances of the same
works. During his visit, Mr.
Creston will give a lecture en
titled “ Rhythm” as a part of
the Conservatory Forum lec
ture series. The lecture will be
held at 11:10 a.m. Thursday,
May 7, in Harper Hall. At 8:30
that evening, a recital will be
given in which faculty and
students from the Conser
vatory will perform chamber
works written by Mr. Creston.
The concert will be free and
open to the public.
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JE N N IE : Hmmmm, I ’m the sex
K OH LER 606 FOR RENT due to machine, you know what I mean.
more enticing accommodations La De Da DE Da. Love. Ya know,
elsewhere . . . call ext. 6899 for more as in Loveland. Just a little Joke.
information.
P H IL and AL: Great Job!
COR: Alio? Welcome to the
The Times
wonderful world of Wallyland._
JUST ONE M ORE T H IN G , if
C H A RT ER M EM BERS of AAC: you need help with your values,
Monday night at Jim's?__________
BETA
PARTY
Ariel
Billings
give me a ring.
Editors
As upstanding members of the
BE RELEVANT! Apply to be an
Students who ordered '79-’80
Attention all Lawrentians: The
editor or business manager, JVOW!
Publications Board has extended Ariels but never paid and picked Lawrence community, and morally
A RE W E NOT MEN?
JO H N H E ILSH O R N : W OW ! 1
the due date for 1981-82 Editor and them up are now being billed by the sound, intellectually stable pro
We are T HE ED IT O RS
just found out that you are a
Business Manager applications for Business Office. After payment moters of fraternal relationships of
LAURANCE: Lori was right, it ’s
sophomore, that gives me the rest
The Lawrentian, Ariel and Tropos. you may pick up your yearbook any form or consistency, we, the
time to put the periscope down, and
of this term PLUS two more years
Applications can be picked up at during office hours, Tuesday members of Beta Theta Pi, cordial
get serious.
an d
W e d n e s d a y ly invite you to an extensively
to get Y OU !!!!___________________
the LUCC office and are due by Fri 7:00-9:00
____________________________ - Shaft
day, May 8. Any student interested 9:00-11:00. Students who ordered casual party whose main purpose is
PROF. RIBBONS: Have you hug
SAM: Swell, Swift, Stop, Nope.
is strongly urged to apply. If you ’80-’81 Ariels from the Sig Eps will to keep us healthy, wealthy and
ged your tree today?_____________
___________________________ —Moxie
have any questions, please contact also be billed. These bills must be wise (we don’t want to lose our beer
JULES: Swank-out: You are no
bellies). This fine fraternity, run by
John Wiesman at ext. 6861 or any paid as all other Umversay bills.
A S P E C IA L T H A N K S to
longer a Knucklehead minor . . .
Pres. Oh No M r. B ill and
1981-82 ADVANCE
other Pub. Board member
everyone who helped make PreYou are an adult.
Economics whiz, Jay Lawrence
R
E
G
IST
R
A
T
IO
N
Elections
College Weekend such a success!
________________ ___________ - T Z
Advance registration for 1981-82 (both of whom are majoring in the
Elections will be held for the of
Please join us for Happy Hour in
Psychology
of
Consciousness),
has
A
N
E:
A
ltho
ugh
the
LUCC
fices of L.U.C.C. President and courses will take place April 27
Sage Basement today!! 4:30-??
been
in
debt
for
15
years,
ever
since
representatives will be wearing
Vice-President May 13, 1981. through May 8. All students who
JO H N H E IL S H O R N : " I want
one of our more constructive
black arm bands, Good Luck in
Nomination papers may be obtain intend to take courses during the
you to want me”|[
members ran a bulldozer into Sage
Chicago.
1981-82
academic
year
are
en
ed in the L.U.C.C. office in the
W ANTED: Editors and Business
-CTA
couraged to advance register at Hall. This year, with the help of
Union.
Managers. Applications at LUCC
this time. Students who do not plan Tom, Wall Street, Lonnquist. we
R IC K
M.: The Pub board
CH IC A G O APT. FOR RENT: 2
office.
to return next year are to note this might be able to get out of debt and
meeting was Swell. Chin up and
room of 4 bedroom apt. available
on the registration form and return have even more parties next year.
PAUL J. CARTER: Hey “baby”
arms flexed.
for short-term rental from midit to the Registrar's Office. The catch is that if we run out of
why don’t you go home so your
_________________________ - B M VP
August to the end of September.
Students are requested to sign up money this term the sympathetic
mother can change your diapers!
B R IA N LEW IS: The Brain is an
Currently occupied by 4 LU grads
for appointments with their ad administration will close our ac
____ _______
S.R. <S
overrated organ.
('80). Apt. located on Near North
visors. Appointment sign up sheets count and the Beta’s will be hun
____ _____________ —Abbey Hoffman
CAM JAC KSO N : I'm not the
Side. Ideal for ’81 grad who intends
ting chipmunk and eating con
are posted outside faculty offices.
only one chipping at your pedestal,
to work or study in Chicago next
RANK: Bobby Knight? What
taminated fish. But lo and behold
CELEBRATE!
’81
remember this? . . . “Cam Jackson
year, and seeks Oct. 1 lease. Ex
about John Wooden from UCLA?
Celebrate! needs people to help Lawrence, you can help out. Come
would look so much better three in
cellent location, good public
_________ ___________ —K. A. J a bbar
to out party tonight in your finest
ches shorter and about twenty
tran sportation , grocery store set up stages on Sunday morning,
CHAR: Are you into pair shaped
rags
and
drink
our
beer.
The
money
pounds heavier.” So much for the
across the street. Reasonable rent. May 10. Please call PQ x6895 or
bodies or what?
will go to the Betas of Appleton
perfect bod!!!__________
For more information contact: Tom Barney x6790.
_____________________
-N
ike
Relief Fund (BARF), so come on by
Beth Austin X6895.
W H O DO ESN ’T FIT? A. Deb
New Student Week Orientation
JA K E BARNES: She can't die;
Save Our Betas (SOB) and have a
Townsend; B. Dan Taylor: C. Rich
Students
who
are
interested
in
but
what
if
she
dies.
great
time,
and
watch
the
College
CELEBRATE ’81
Agness; D. Harry Kisker. Answer
___________________ —Lady Macbeth
Are you interested in advertising assisting th Office of Campus Life Avenue Band blow the roof off.
to last week’s: 4, he hasn't gotten
in the planning and execution of
for Celebrate '81? We need people
W ATCH OUT or you may be
caught.__________________________
CELEBRATE! ’81
New Student W'eek Orientation are
to help paint signs, banners and
labeled Relevant, Druggie, Weirdo,
Are
you
a
frustrated
artist?
H O W A R D J. COHN: Be sure
windows. If you are interested or asked to call and give their name
Preppy, Jock, Knuckle-scraper, or
Come help the Celebrate committee
you are the first to sign up for the
want to help, please contact Stuart and extension to Rosemary at ext.
whatever. Whenever I see anyone I
paint the Lawe Street wall on
new course offered next fall — How
Winter at extension 6790. Your in 6600. We are seeking persons to
judge them this way.
Saturday morning at 8:00 a.m.
to behave like a man, not a Phi
volvement will really be ap coordinate or head the various sub
________ __________ ______
—R oar
committees. (New Student Week
Delt.
preciated, with your help Celebrate
HEY JO H N : Are they living in
'81, 9/18/81-9/34/81.)
More of the same.
'81 can be the best yet!
the Phi Delt house or Kohler this
W H O D O E S N 'T F IT ? A.
week?
Medusa: B. Scylla; C. Charybdis;
_______________ __________ —Roar
D. Bev, Another trick question;
C A R - J- S H O E :
You
are
they're all fates worth than death.
\rj j
delightfully pretty.
MAR: Chase any ambulances
________________ Your Roommate
R O O M
S E L E C T IO N
lately?
J IM CHENG: The biggest oppo
____ _______ —Illinois Bar
Lottery for R o o m S electio n
nent is yourself.
BOB:
Now
that I KNOW you’re
TORCH: You of all people should
______________________ —A l McQuire
Wednesday, April 29 * 1 1 : 0 0 a . m . - 2: 00 p . m . Riverview Lounge.
NOT a homosexual . . .?????? How
not ridicule another person’s libido.
BT and JP: I would like to know
about it??? Love,
Nice double standard^
what you are doing with the
R e sid e nc e Hall R o o m S electio n
Billy Jean
FRANK: I have absolutely no
“Toys”?
will be held S u n . , M a y 3 & T u e s . , M a y 5 in Ri ver vi ew L o u n g e :
JO H N H E IL S H O R N : If you
time to write a personal this week. I
_______________________________—AL
don’t want me th a t’s O.K., because
Sunday, May 3
(No. 1-500) Tuesday, May 5(No. 501-1050)
also have no money with which to
SCOPE, Scope, Scope. Where are
I still want you!!_________________
buy one (my quarters now serve a
501-600
Suit es & Q u a d s 6 : 0 0 p . m .
5:45 p.m.
you Melissa?
AGENT 005: The answer is Rozbetter
purpose).
Sorry,
you
will
601-700
6:45 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
1-100
R E M E M B E R L O R I —Trever
have to wait until next to read my
cozco. Love,
701-800
7 :3 0 p.m.
101-200
7:00 p.m.
ain’t that bad.
_____
____
____ Agent 0042
brilliant wit again.
—Lar
801-900
8 :1 5 p.m.
201-300
7:45 p.m.
______________ —Porphyrobla sth ead
SA RA H : Whose "heart is high”?
HEY SHAFT: Is this how you do
901-1050
9:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
301-400
Confidential is confidential. Just
T IN O : S ta r t sav in g those
it?
Whoops! Hey, are you alright?
proceed next to the living room for
quarters — you know how often
9 :15 p.m.
401-500
. . . Sorry.
some highly professional program
yo u ’ll be contributing to the
____ ________________________ —Tevis
ming. Happy 22nd.
‘‘piggy" bank!________________
BOY, if he only knew that I did it
______________________ —J .H .
STECKLE BECKLE: Way to go,
because he got all the attention
girl! Cheers to the future. Ah,
SARSK : Can you say LA Y
from the girls in class.
DOWN in a new bathrobe. Sure, I
Spring . . .___________________
C a m p u s
L i f e L i n e s
_________________________
knew you could. XO,
CH R IS: I finally go to a Phi-Delt
The Office of Campus Life is proud to announce the Counselors
SARGE: First the hand then the
Peask
___________
party,
and
where
were
you?_____
and Alternatives that have been selected for the 1981-82
jaw — O.K., what's next? Damn
A N N I E M I S H L E R . A n n ie
Academic year:
JE F F DEM EUSE: Why don’t
attention-getter.
Mishler: Oh Boy! This is it! I mean
you just talk to me? I don’t
__________________ __________ —Roar
FIN A L L Y , hon. Best of luck and
“S
T
IN
G
”!!
F s m a ls C o u n s e lo rs
M a ls C o u n s s lo rs
JO H N , I saw your car being
no more hurting fingers. I want to
L.C.: I do like to suffer.
driven down the street by some
really see some action — you’ve
-Lori
1. Baier, Leslie
1. Baehr, Paul
strange girl. W hat the heck is going
had enough practice.
1VJARI EGGEN: Being an active
2. Berger, Linda
2. Benson, Todd
on? I wanted to go to Green Bay to
Love & Kisses Darlin ’ Heart
means never having to say I ’m
day.
3. Dehm, Ellen
3. Bergen, Paul
There is a woman called 0042
sorry.
—Joe Counselor-to-be
Whose favorite word is choo
4. Dempsey, Catherine
4. Burnett, Andy
—Coco and Bea
In London she bops
5. DeVelder, Lynn
5. Christianson, Neil
To me she is tops
6. Gardner, Lisa
6. Clark, Laurance
Y ou’d better be drinking a brew!
Love, 0065
7. Girard, Martha
7. Daniels, Ross
S A R A H B.: No, my dress was
8. Gresser, Donna
7. Drake, David
Ju s t becuase we re not together all the time, we are
not green. Are you color blind, or
9. Hodges, Ann
together all the time we are together.
9. Gimbel, Josh
just green with envy?_______
—Mario Thomas
10. Johnson, Carol
10. Harper, Jamie
HEY STRIPE: Thanks for being
on her martial relationship
11. Jones, Cindy
11. Korte, John
there when I need you!
12. Ledo, Benvinda
R IG H T TO L IF E
12. Mol, Mike
To abort little Willy
13. Matthews, Maria
13. Nortman, Bill
Is silly.
14. Siegel, Betsy
14. Ott, Robert
That's what war
15. Strom, Tirzah
Is for.
15. Rees, J.B.
F R IE N D S
—The Bioethical Medic
16. Taylor, Jennifer
16. Santaga, Jeff
Haikus show IQ ’s.
Don’t
Let
17. Tench, Sherrett
17. Strei, Jeff
High IQ's like haikus. Low
F R IE N D S
18. Teschner, Am,
18. Uselmann, Greg
iQ s -no haikus.
Drive Drunk.
19. Thelin, Louise
19. Wiesman, John
Tiddely Quiddelv
YO U
Kdward M. Kennedy
20. Wachter, Leslie
20. Winter, Stuart
Are Our Friend.
Quite unaccountably
21. Wanta, Deb
Drove in a stream.
22. Westphal, Lynn
Pleas of amnesia
A lts r n a ts s
I mcomprehensible
Possibly shattered
1. Urbanski, Ken
Political Dream.____________ _
A lts r n a ts s

CJJ.

i

QUOTE

OF THE

WEEK

'P ia c e ,

TH AN K S

1. Capra, Melissa
2. Pfeifer, Catherine
3. Glaser, Sharon
4. Manuel, Jill

2. Hazucha, Andy
3. Biba, Mitch
4. Land, Don
5. Brown, Tony
6. Alnes, Joel

223 E. College Ave
Appleton,
Wisconsin

J im Mullins

C A RP
The carp are running! ________
P A IL S P A IL A P A IL S P A IL S
Pail beers in the Viking Room
NEXT W E EK at Happy Hour.
Come down and pound.
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by Vida and E
The first home game of the
season at the Alexander
Athletic Complex saw a loud
and partisan crowd cheering
the Lacrosse team to an
awesome 9-2 victory. In the
game the LU Tigers extended
their undefeated streak to two,
this week’s victim being the
University of North Dakota.
The victory boosted the Tigers
to second place nationally
among division three schools
and to the top of their con
ference. The North Dakota con-

Book” Mitchell with a goal and
an assist, John “Hatchet” Boas
with 2 goals, and converted
goalie Dave “Lucky (shot)” Ed
dy with the crowd pleaser of the
day. Tim “S.O.B.” O'Brien
scored one of his patented goals
when, with time running out, he
controlled the faceoff, eluded a
midi and then a defensemen,
and buried a long shot.
O ’Brien's return to form could
be the necessary ingredient this
coming Sunday against the
powerful Windy City Lacrosse
Club.
While O ’Brien was the only
midfielder to score a goal, Jim
‘‘Speeder” Hindle and Henry
“ Rapist” Stevenson were the
only midis bagging assists. The
“ Rapist” got his second assist
of the year, and again it was to
Divigliani-Brown, a scoring
connection almost as profitable
as Divigliani’s organized heroin
trade. But of course the story of
this year’s team has been its
equally awesome defense,
which has held their first two
opponents to one goal per
game—one of the goals in Sun
day’s game was recognized by
every player and fan to have
been illegally scored. That the
referrees were 1) from Ripon,
and 2) totally inept, should not
"Sundance Chapin"
cause the goal to be counted in
Photo. I-isu \
\innfivhl
the statistics against Eddy and
tingent was finishing a “three- Falk’s glittering goal tending
game in three-day” series, the record. For in truth the defen
other games being against sive contribution of the mid
Beloit and Ripon. Their final fielders mentioned above,
record was 0-3.
together with "Rocket” Rod
As the scoreboard all too Jameson,
Chris
“Sparrowclearly displayed, N.D. knew haw k ’’
Parrot,
Dave
early on that it was going to be “ Howie” Brinton, Greg “ I
a long ride home. Of course, we could have been an opera
mustn’t appear to hide the fact soprano too” Mochalski, Eric
that 4 of the Tigers’ 9 goals “The Stud” Anderson, Andy
came in the fourth period. But “ Kung Fu" Marshall, and the
the statistics also showed omnipotent Chris “ Maser”
another interesting fact: of the Meader completely destroyed
determ ination
and
9 goals, 8 were scored by the at the
tack; of the 8 assists, all but willpower of the N.D. players.
two were credited to at- After a particularly antackmen. Most of the damage nihilatory combo-hit by Kung
inflicted by the attack was pro Fu, Maser (beam), and Hindle
vided by Aldus “Sundance” left not one, but two Dakota
Chapin and Tony “ Hit Man” players crumpled at midfield,
Divigliani-Brown, who had 4 the Dakota manager was pro
goals and 4 assists between mpted to say “Hey, so it’s a
them. These glittering figures clean hit, lay off willya?!”
Lest the midfield get overcon
contained a number of exciting
and explosive individual ef fident, they but need recall the
forts, such as Divigliani’s amaz* nature of the yells from the
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as to who was this week’s
crowd favorite and the game’s
MVP. The old adage that "All
men were created equal” was
severely shaken by this man
last Sunday, yet the man re
mains modest and unassuming.
Falk will lead the team onward
into this week’s game and the
hope is that the last two vic
tories have not been flukes.
The 18-3 advantage in scor
ing won’t count for anything
when the Tigers encounter an
extremely
tough
and
undefeated Windy City team,
who are ranked No. 1 nationally
in Division III. Should the LU
sticksters win they most surely
will be accorded that very top
spot.
A reminder: The team re
quests the help of the fans after
this Sunday’s game (starts at 2
p.m.) with the V% barrel that
usually appears. Without such
help “Snowflake” Mochalski
was forced to bed at 9:45 p.m.
last Sunday. That’s a full hour

S p o rts
P l a y e r o f tlje W e e k

Photo: Lisa Wingfield

Having just rolled home from Perkins after
finishing her blueberry pancakes, T H E B L U E B E R R Y
was found Thursday morning encompassing her room.
For those of you who have missed the marvel of that
great blue sphere rolling around campus, you have
deprived yourself of the 8th wonder of the world. She
has rolled her way into the hearts of many Lawrentians. Often mistaken for modern art, this unassuming
frame can be seen gorging herself anywhere. Starting
parties at the Phi Delt house has never been a problem,
after all, she is 80% of the student body. When asked to
comment, (Nancy Hayes) B L U E B E R R Y blubbered,
“Well geez! My only goal is to graduate with honors . ..
Summa Cum Lardo!”
____ ^

M i J WmmH w

h- I

(Jet back in t he «uni
Photo l.iSUIViti^field

before his bedtime and was a
direct corrolary to his titanic in
take of more than his share of
beer. As Billy “Super Fan”
Dougherty observed as he wat
ched “Flake” lerch towards
Kohler: “ I feel sorry for that
poor little fish. He’s got no
friends, and nothing to do but
breathe and get drunk.”

CO NKEY’S
HOURS: Mon & Fri. 9-9
226 E. College Ave. “
Tues. - Thurs. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5
739-1223
<
y

S E N IO R S :
On the attack

ing feat of scoring goals with
both his right and left hands for
the second game in a row!! Un
fortunately, the skill which had
been thus displayed was cast
under a shadow of doubt as a
possible run of luck, when in the
second period “The Kid” top
ped the seemingly untoppable
garbage goal of the year scored
by Divigliani last week in
Madison. For the first time in
LU history, a goal was scored
on a cheap kick which rolled in
from 5 feet. At least Brown us
ed his stick! Boys will be boys.
Others on the scoring list for
LU were co-captain Chris “ Rule

Photo: I.i'u Winitfieltl

crowd, who all day long chanted
"Give it to him Otis,” “Squeeze
'em, Updike,’’ "Eat 'em up
Heilshorn,” and “Deny him
Falk” (when the opponent had a
fast break); who says there isn’t
homosexuality in sports? These
four represented the heart and
soul of the LU defense. "Falk”,
of course, is freshmen phenom
Arthur F. Vonplacheki (serious
ly!) who in his first year as
goalie has proven that he can
dominate any game. With the
size to block a large porportion
of the goalmouth and the
charisma of Cheryl Tiegs at a
Beta party, there was no doubt

Page 7

Now is the time to order your
imprinted name cards for
graduation announcements.
J U S T

A R R IV E D :

The Official Preppy Drinking Shirt.
One Size Fits All!
100% Cotton. An unnatural fiber will
not go near your body!
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by Rebel

preparation for the Ripon
doubleheader last Saturday.
The Vikes sent freshman pit
ching phenom Clark Stalker to
the mound in game one, and
Stalker answered his calling in
Mickey Mantle is perhaps one excellent fashion as he retired
of the greatest baseball players the first nine batters he faced in
to ever don spikes and assume a order. Already well accustomed
position between the white to his teammates’ taunts of
lines. Known by millions as the ‘‘Whale ” and ‘‘Hindenburg, ’’the
quintessential professional, a substantial Stalker attributed
veritable epitome of Yankee his early success to an in
Pride, an exemplar of unflin novative new diet he has recent
ching dedication to one’s office, ly taken up. “ I t ’s a simple
the steadfast Mantle was never vegetarian diet,” explained the
one to mix the life he led off the ingenius one, “ I pour vinegar
field with the one he led on it. and oil on the outfield and then
Perhaps it was to Mantle’s go out there and graze.”
credit, then, that his perpetual
Stalker, despite his unseemly
bout with drinking remained a bulk, pitched masterfully,
well kept secret. An une perhaps the best any pitcher
quivocal secret, in fact, until has thrown all season. The Vik
Bob Blasio found out about it. ing defense fell apart for one in
“The comparison between Man
ning, however, and that was all
tle and I,” stated a whimsical
the Redmen needed to score
Blasio, “is an obvious one. We
three runs en route to an even
both like to pump 12 ounce
tual 5-4 win. One redeeming
weights the night before a big
feature of the game, besides the
game.’’
aforementioned glittering per
Unfortunately for Blasio and
formance of a hungry Stalker,
his teammates, not enough
was a gargantuan home run
serious “Mantling” was done in
which came off the bat of capAle, man, ale's the stuff to drink
For fellows whom it hurts to
think...
•A.E. Housman,
“ Terence, This is Stupid Stuff"

MR. B IL L scores again.

Photo: Ted Cheskv
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tain Brian Fenhaus. Fen, seen
cartwheeling around the bases
a la Dancing Bear, insisted that
his prodigious clout meant
nothing to him. “ I still put my

Levin brushed back
Phot,, TnK'hvsk v

pants on one leg at a time,” the
modest one admitted.
The d iffid e nt, reserved
Fenhaus trudged methodically
to the mound in game two in an
effort to stifle the less-thanimpressive offensive arsenal
that Ripon had brought with
them to Whiting Field. Sudden
ly,
shots
reverberated
throughout the ballpark as the
Red bats sprang alive to the
juicy servings of an exhausted
Fen. Lawrence came right back,
however, and matched their
arch rivals blow for blow, as
catcher Sam Levin reached the
ionosphere with a home run
which was strangely reminis
cent of some of the immortal
Mantle’s drives. “ If you can’t
handle Mantling,” the candid
one declared, “then don’t Man
tle.”
The Vikes tied the game at
6-all in their half of the fifth,
setting the stage for Herculean
heroics in the seventh and final
inning. Brian Fenhaus led off
with a double before the next
two batters failed to reach base.
Sam the Man Levin then strode
arrogantly to the plate. Digging
his high top PF Flyers into the
resistant terra firma in the bat
ters’ box, Levin scowled at
Ripon’s best pitcher, then took
a called strike. On the very next
pitch he ripped a frozen rope
through the infield to score
pinch runner Jim Duncan with
the winning run. Lawrence 7,
Ripon 6. Be seeing you.

Take Out Service or

Track team hopes to
stifle Michigan Tech

by Bill Seko
It would be a fresh change of
pace to be able to report that
this year Michigan Tech did not
play a significant role in St.
Norbert’s track invitational.
Unfortunately, then there
would be little else to report.
Simply, Tech was domineering,
taking the team title by winn
ing or placing easily in most
events. Lawrence placed a
disappointing 4th in the 5 team
competition, just ahead of
Maranatha.
Despite the poor team show
ing, there were a few strong in
dividual performances. Ken Urbanski won the discus with a
heave of 140’6” and Robin
Beauchamp took the pole vault
with an 11’6” leap. Others who
placed 6th or better were: Gary
Van Berkel (shot and discus),
Dave Bolgrein (shot), Scott
Reppert (200 meters), Paul
Loomis and Joel Alnes (in
termediate hurdles), Urbanski
(javelin), Sam Solie (110 meter
high hurdles), and the metric
mile relay team of Kent Allen,
Joel Alnes, John Ibele, and
Paul Loomis.
This past Wednesday after
noon at W h itin g field,

. . . with greatest of ease?
Photo: TedCheskv

Lawrence easily beat Nor
thwestern College 80 to 56 in a
dual meet. On the field,
freshman Gary Zlevor won the
javelin (137’1”) while Urbanski
took the shot (45’8Vi”) and the
discus (138’3”). On the track,

C h a r le s

Scott Reppert was a double
winner in the 100/220 yard
dashes (10.7 and 24.2) while
half-miler Joe Como upended
distance ace Jay Bendewald of
Northwestern 2:01.9 to 2:03.4.
Elsewhere on the oval, John

Fly through the air . . .
Photo TetlCfosky

Ibele took the quarter in 54 flat,
Paul Loomis negotiated the
quarter-mile hurdles to win in
60.7, and the mile relay team of
Joe Como, Boyd Miller, John
Ibele and Paul Loomis ended
the meet in a victorious 3:43.1.
This Saturday marks the
12th running of the Lawrence
Relays. 9 men's teams (in
cluding Michigan Tech) and 5
women’s teams are expected.
Events start at noon.
Coach Gene Davis will have
his Lawrence troops out to im
prove upon last year’s fourth
place finish.
“ I think we’ll do as well and
very possibly better than last
year,” Davis said. “We’ll have a
much stronger team than we
had last week at the St. Norbert
Invitational where we were
m issing
several
key
performers.”
On the women’s side, Davis
predicted this could be the best
year ever for the relays. He
said there would be more
women entries in more events
than in any of the previous Vik
ing relay meets.
Lawrence’s women’s team is
paced by Sue Quentel, who won
the javelin last year and finish
ed second in the discus; Robin
Chapman, who placed in the
shot put, discus, and javelin,
and Kate Leventhal, who earlier
this year set school and field
records in the two-mile run.
The Viking women finished
third in last year’s seven-team
field.

th e F lo r is t
Stop in and visit the
QUA LITY FLORIST
219 F College Ave., Appleton
734-8793
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Need Assistance
On Planning A
Campus Party?

F r e e D e liv e r y
“ Hot To Your Door”
HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday 5:00-12:30 a.m.
Friday - Saturday 5:00 -1:30 a.m.

B a e r ’s B e v e r a g e In c .
C o n t a c t C a m p u s R e p .: C h u c k K e lle r x 6 8 5 2

